Perfect Gifts for Tea Lovers

It can be hard to think of new and inventive gifts to give your family and friends,
and with Christmas just around the corner many of us are gearing up to hit the
shops and buy presents for all of our nearest and dearest.
If you have relatives that love nothing more than sipping on cups of tea, have you
ever considered giving them a tea-related gift?
Whether it’s a new mug or a selection of high quality tea, they’re sure to love this
personal gift.
Read on to find out some of the best gifts you can get for tea lovers.
Personalised mugs or teapots
While bog standard mugs and other chinaware isn’t particularly thoughtful, going to
the effort to get something with a personal message or image on is and will really
show your family or friends that you’ve made a special effort for them and their
tea-drinking habits. Choose something with a funny message, or just have their
name printed on a mug or cup and saucer, depending on how they like to drink
their tea. If the gift is for a family of tea lovers, why not get them a personalised
teapot with their surname on so they all enjoy tea together in the mornings?

Loose Leaf tea
Nothing could be more appropriate for a true tea lover than loose leaf tea, but
don’t opt for the traditional type, go for something different and introduce them to
a flavour or type of tea they’ve never experienced. Silver Needle White Tea from
Royal Tips is an aromatic option from the Fujian province in China, which is where
white tea originally comes from. The buds of this tea are long and covered in white
silky down, which gives off a subtle and refined flavour. For a stronger flavour,
choose their Golden Tips Black Tea which has a robust flavour and gives off an
exquisite flavour of chocolate and caramel.
Tea strainer
This accessory is an ideal gift for the discerning tea drinker who wants to make sure
that all of their pots of tea are made perfectly. A tea strainer is used to catch tea
leaves when loose leaf tea is being used, so you could also buy them some of that
for an even better gift. You can find all sorts of tea strainers, from plain styles to
much more decorative, so you’re bound to find something for even the fussiest of
tea drinkers.

